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  This year's contest will be a remarkable one in my life. There has been a spate of robberies around my area since the beginning of this month (April). Everybody is making sure they don't fall into the traps of the robbers. I never knew I would fall a prey.
   I left my hostel that auspicious night to browse. Internet connection is not so common in Nigeria, so it’s quite expensive during the day, because so many people are at work and the demand is usually high. It's a bit cheaper during the night; say 10:00pm-6:00am, so I thought of seizing on that because I had already spent 70% of my pocket money for this month on browsing (trying to be in touch with my team members as regards our project). The night was precisely 3days to the end of this contest, so you can imagine how important it is for me to communicate with my team members.
   While surfing through the net for materials that would be useful for my team’s project, I heard series of gunshots as usual, gunshots has now become an ordinary sound to us in my area, but I never knew they were right in the building I was browsing. Before I knew it, armed robbers had already shot the lock off and had gained entrance into the cyber cafe. Immediately the came in, they went straight to the cyber cafe attendant and asked for the money he has realized since morning, he didn't want to surrender, so he started struggling with them, in the process, he was shot. We customers were asked to surrender all the valuables we had on us. I quickly surrendered my mobile phone and the little money I was having on me. When they realized that the money I was having with me was a token, they mercilessly beat me and did the same to the other browsers. Three people were killed in the process including the cafe attendant. We were all rushed to the hospital. 
    Presently am in the hospital receiving treatment, thanks to Doctor Alfred, who gave me access to his official computer system, to type this and as well communicate with my team members for today, which is the last day of the contest.
GEE, gave me power I never knew I had, by internalizing principles such as, action orientation, leadership, persistence, purpose and passion, to literarily give sustainable livelihood to the communities around me and the world globally. It has not been easy combining my 1st semester's examination with the contest. But now I know that, champions don't become champions in the ring, they are merely recognized there.
   LONG LIVE NIGERIA, LONG LIVE GEEBIZ, AND LONG LIVE VICTORIA STATE UNIVERSITY!!! 
                                                                                Thanks for giving me this great opportunity.
	

